
FOUR-IN-HAND QUARTETS

ADVANTAGES

Portability Availability Flexibility Praise Team
Challenging Fun No director

RINGERS

Four advanced level ringers
Teachable spirits
Enjoy challenges
Compatible personalities
Protect hands with gloves, remove rings from 4th fingers
Outfits?

MUSIC

2-3 octave music, 15-20 bells used
Bell assignments (written notes)

1. G4-B4 3. G5-C#6
2. C5-F#5 4. D6-G6

To avoid page turns, write out individual parts
Transpose bells (not music) to ring lighter bells
Memorizing optional, but desirable
Quartet music places C5 in the treble clef; 2-3 octave music 

places C5 in
bass clef

Write transposed notes above the written notes in handbells 
used chart

TRANSPOSITION CHART

Because of  the weight of  bass bells, transposing up a minor 
third makes holding, ringing, and damping much easier and more 
comfortable. Once the right bells are in hand, ring the written notes 
as though they were the actual bells in hand. Always refer to the 
written note, not the sounding note.

G = Bb G#/Ab = B
A = C A#/Bb = C#/Db



B = D
C = Eb C#/Db = E
D = F D#/Eb = F#
E = G
F = G#/Ab F# = A

POSITIONS

1. Ringer #1 reads G4-B4, plus the accidental in music with 16 
bells used.

Bells in hand are Bb4-D5. With 15 bells in the chart, this 
ringer has only one bell in the right hand; it's good to put a 
dummy bell as the 

4th bell because it's important to get used to ringing bell 
#3 with the same motion all the time.

2. Ringer #2 reads C5-F#5 but holds Eb5-A#5. Don't miss the Cs 
written in the bass clef.

3. Ringer #3 reads G5-C#6, but holds Bb5-E6.
4. Ringer #4 reads D6-G6, but holds F6-B6
5. If  there are 17-20 handbells used in a piece, look through the 

music to 
see who could handle 3-in-hand all the way through.

MUSICALITY

It is absolutely essential to learn to not just ring the right bell at 
the right

time (remembering that each person basically rings 2 normal 
bell

assignments), but to damp bells as close to note value as 
possible. Ring

first, damp when you can, leaving no gaps between notes, but 
no lingering

LV. "Ring where you damp" means to hold bells close to 
shoulder or waist

for fast damps. Finger damping smaller bells is an excellent way 
to damp

note values. As you become more comfortable with this style of  
ringing,

loosen up and use as much motion as possible. Standing in a 
semi-circle, 



rather than in a straight line, will enable you to hear each other 
and ring

together. Pay attention to dynamics and how the melody weaves 
its way in and out of  each person's hands. If  every ringer wears a 
wireless mic, it's

easier to process, ring together, and to make good use of  
dynamic 

contrasts. Memorizing music allows rapport with the audience, 
and

enhances musicality.

LOGISTICS

1. When using no tables, it is much easier and safer to ring 2 
bells in each hand with one handle passed through the other, 
rather than laying one

bell on top of  the other. Lay out 4 bells in diatonic order, lowest 
to highest, left to right. Left hand: turn the lower bell to the right 
and slip the handle

through the other bell. Make sure the strike point of  bell #1 is 
facing away from the casting of  bell #2. Right hand: turn the 
higher bell and slip handle inside the lower bell, again making 
sure the strike point of  bell #4 is facing away from the casting of  
bell #3. Place two fingers between the

bells, and hold close to the hand guard. Bells #1 and #4 ring 
straight

forward, and bells #2 & #3 ring with a flip toward each other. 

2. If  two bells in one hand need to ring together, lock wrist in 
place, and

with the power coming from the shoulder, ring crisply at an 
angle with an upward motion, not with a snap of  the wrist. Left 
hand bells ring toward 
 "11 o'clock", right hand bells ring toward "2 o'clock". 

3. 6-in-hand: this technique is rarely used in quartet ringing, but 
if  you

want to do that, then left hand cluster is the mirror image of  
right hand. 

Lay out 3 bells, lowest to highest, and number them 1-2-3, 
lowest to highest. Stand #2 bell up, out of  the way. Insert bell #3 into 



#1, just like for 4-in-hand, and then rotate #3 upright, forming an 
interlocked shelley.

Take bell #2, turn to the left, and push the handle through the 
handles

of  the other 2 bells. Place thumb to the left of  bell #1, 1 finger 
between

1 & 2 and let the pinky rest alongside the handle block of  #3. Do 
not

wrap your pinky around the handle. Bells #1 & 2 ring exactly like 
the normal 4-in-hand configuration. To ring #3 alone, rotate your 
hand so #1 is facing the floor. Bend your wrist back, and gently 
ring toward "11 o'clock". 

****video clips of  all the multiple bells-in-hand techniques may be 
found on

my web site*****

Christine D. Anderson ~ www.voicesinbronze.com ~ 
     vbronze@yahoo.com


